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            What Critics of American Higher Education Get Wrong
        

        
                
Laura Tyson & Lenny Mendonca

                    show that a college degree is still a wise investment and a key driver of economic mobility in America.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Cecilia Elena Rouse
                    America’s Higher-Education Financing Challenge
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            Sudan’s Descent into Violence Must Not Be Ignored
        

        
                
David Miliband
                    urges policymakers to facilitate the flow of humanitarian aid and increase funding for the war-torn country.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Ishac Diwan, et al.
                    Can Sudan's Democratic Opening Be Reopened?
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            Angela Huyue Zhang on Chinese innovation, regulation, AI, and more
        

        
                
Angela Huyue Zhang
                    warns that China’s lax approach to regulating artificial intelligence could lead to a crisis, highlights the impact of the market’s deep-seated mistrust of the Chinese legal system, considers how Western regulatory trends influence China, and more.
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            Big Tech Shocks Electric Utilities
        

        
                
Todd G. Buchholz & Michael Mindlin

                    explain why the sector is getting a boost from fast-growing companies that cannot afford to lose power.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Gernot Wagner
                    How to Think About Climate-Tech Solutions
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            Why Have Developing Countries Soured on Multilateralism?
        

        
                
Pinelopi Koujianou Goldberg
                    traces the roots of dissatisfaction to advanced economies' use of bodies like the World Trade Organization.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Pinelopi Koujianou Goldberg
                    Pinelopi Koujianou Goldberg on inflation targets, deglobalization, US-China tensions, and more
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            A Big Defeat for Big Tech
        

        
                
Joseph E. Stiglitz
                    
                        Tech companies know that if there is an open, democratic debate about data security, consumers’ concerns about digital safeguards will win out. And while the industry's lobbyists tried to ensure that no such debate could ever occur, one of their more cynical moves has now been exposed and thwarted.

                    
                    
                        details how the industry tried to slip extraordinary protections against regulation into US trade agreements.
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Eric Posner
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            Haiti’s Proud Boys
        

        
                
Slavoj Žižek
                    
                        If we measure a failed state by the cracks in the edifice of its power, reflected in brewing ideological civil wars, deadlocked assemblies, and increasingly insecure public spaces, we must recognize that the United States is not so unlike Haiti. Both have given rise to violent gangs with political ambitions.

                    
                    
                        warns that rich Western democracies are not immune to politically motivated gang violence.
                    
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Jorge  Heine
                    Dithering While Haiti Burns
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            Unity Is Europe’s Greatest Asset
        

        
                
Connie Hedegaard
                    emphasizes the importance of stability amid persistent economic and geopolitical crises.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Max Krahé, et al.
                    Decarbonization Requires New Fiscal Rules
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            The Truth About US Immigration
        

        
                
Nancy Qian
                    warns that overheated campaign-season rhetoric is dangerously polarizing and ultimately self-defeating.
        

    
    
    

            Further reading

        	
                    
Stefanie Stantcheva
                    The Fog of Immigration
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